
 

Class 3 Newsletter 
This half term we will continue to explore our weather and 

seasons. Our new literacy focus for this half term is ‘Mrs 

Mopple’s washing line’. A wonderful story all about Mrs 

Mopple’s farm, observing how the wind blows, snapping the 

pegs and creating some funny outfits for the animals! During 

our communication sessions we will continue to develop our 

symbol knowledge, mark making in different sensory media and 

play a weekly game of bingo! 

During cognition sessions we will learn more about different ways to sort items, match and 

create patterns. We will also explore wind by using balloon pumps to blow up balloons and see how 

far they go when a hairdryer is blown towards them! We continue to work on number recognition 

and early concepts. 

In our care and independence sessions we will be developing a variety of skills. We will practise 

washing baby clothes, using salad spinners to dry and pegging onto the washing line and match 

clothes to different weathers. We will be practising our baking skills, making our own Easter 

cakes and bread buns – just like Mrs Mopple does in our story! On the lead up to Easter we will  

take part in an Easter Egg hunt in our outdoor area and make chocolate nest cakes.  

To further enrich our learning, during our world sessions we will be investigating how to make 

different weathers in a jar, will we make raindrops or a tornado? We will take part in World 

Book Day on Thursday 4th March 2021, exploring the story ‘Giraffe’s Can’t Dance’. Our class will 

be focusing on the lions and tango dance, making our own lion masks and creating a small world 

jungle for the animals to party in. 

Our physical sessions will continue to support our gross motor skills, developing skills to stop and 

start, motor planning and taking part in weekly obstacle courses, also learning to take turns with 

peers. Our swimming sessions will continue on a Wednesday morning or Friday afternoon, please 

send in your child’s swimming kit on their usual day. We will also be taking part in focused fine 

motor sessions, practising our scissor skills, using tweezers to move mini cotton wool clouds and 

manipulating pegs to match to pictures. 

Finally, during our creative sessions we will create loud and quiet rain, using dry rice, beaters and 

xylophones. We will also explore still life paintings, using spring daffodils to create our own 

masterpiece. We will also produce our own napkin – just like the red spotty handkerchief in our 

story. 

We look forward to this busy and fun packed half term. 
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